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. :---'- It was hypOthetizedrthat organizatiOnal participants
have one of .four preferred power balapcing styies--Independent Style,
Outside Icterests Style, Organization,. Mah Style, or Collegial.'
Style - -aid. further'hypothe that such styles have biographical.
correlates and that certain les will tend to "be overrepresented in .'

.organizations. The Situation- Reaction Checklist was developed for
measuring the.preferted-pbwei balancing style of 'faculty/ members in

one large school, ia vutiversity,, and, in two community cp,lleges...
Subjects were'asked, to respOnd.to the mailed quest4.onnaire,'and.a .

A panel of ratertat each of the .institutions alsessIgned each
subject to one of the four style categories. Statistical. analysis of
the data, showing close correspandeneebetweeh subjectAnd pajil \,

-rati.pgs,_show,ed,contiderablq-proof of the existence ---61-lirower

.
balancing ttlylei among,college faculty. Biological correlates_ of

styles %/e-re also demonstrated-, and the, groups Were heavily biased
.

e toward Styles III and, IV. The ,Style III_(Organization Man) person
(characterized by building of organizational depndency on the
individual through hard work and flattery of supbrorsjkis-bloer,
stable, .pro -administration,--and supports iriaor:cultural values. The
-Style IV (collegial). person (favOring unions or informal pressure
groups) is'Young, anti-allministration, less accepting Of majoriaearlyctural value,--,and'ilap had'a'careen,,.peth with an .
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INDIVID) 60.1. POWER 'BALANCI STYLES INIORGANIZATIONS
. -

:-
, e .

. .
- .

r.
' ...

While the importance of social power in the Study of organizations.ions.
-.

.

haS-been-recogni.zd by laldDidge (1971),, Hind (19.71),--TilomAssm-X1267),-

S,COtt (1967), Kahn and Boulding (1964).and March ;°(1955), among others,
. , , .-

.

tfiis recognition.has prOduted little in the way oiolNpirical-,investigatiOn
,-- . --.._

4 . s

.-

.

of power in organizations Emerson's (1962) powerdependence theory has
I .

attracted favorable notice fioth a numb& of scholars who have incorporated

01.

'A

it 'into their own'theories., Thompson (1967), Seeord ancrBackman (1964),,
c

.._ .._
-,-;

4sketti Stern, and 0.970), andlhompsonIand Van Hatt4.k.

r 4,

ve

all us Emerson's work' extensively, as did Blau t1964). As toted above, o,o,.
r
,,,

.a -.. _

however, like the other theOri of power, 'Emerson's theory has produced . 1

little experimental yivestigation.o
. .

co. The focus of thibresearch is upon the reac ons of participants in .

. , i
, 4 .

higher education over wtlom power is Wielded. EmeesOt!-(1 62) deMoriseed .

os
. : ....

p;

-

.
:,-., i 0 .

.

that the power of one individual, k', over another. individual, B, is a func-
.

tiot of B's dependency upon A. Further, he showed,that dependence is di-
\-.-----

.,

rectl4 proportilnal to B's:demand for what 1 proVides and inversely pro-

.
f a

cN

- portional to B's alternativeso5pes of supply for that input. Ftodi this ,

A
model, Emerson derives four ways it w ich B,, the taw.. er per n, can act

r

' to equalize or balance the power in the A-B relationship: reduce own de-,

mend, find alternative sources o£ supply, i rease the other's demand, and

decrease the other's alternative source's of supply. He Calks these ways

of equalizing Power "power balancing operations" and he demonstiates that

1,
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.46

°
et,

based on the theoretical constructs of his mo4e1, any action B can tyke to

.
_

equalize the imbalance of lower must fall into one.of the ft:51.1r categories.
..

This. research hypothesizes that organiationak,participants,aave-one'..

of Emersop's,power balancing operations as a preferred power balancing style,

that such styles have biographical cOrrelates, and that Certain styles will

tend to be..overrepresented in Organizations. A brieflliescription,o? each,

'

power balanCin4, operatiod'as a-power
,

balancing style follows:

..,,

Independent Style: The low-power &ctor reduces thinga pro-

vided:by the high-power actor. organizations t is caul -n in

those who refuse to become dependent upon others, who i e attem s '

* . M ,influence them. (I) .

:..-
, 0

...;\ .
- , _ _i ,,,_

.,..,

;It-Outside Interests. Style: The low-poCier actor finds alternative ou. ar

the gratification of hisneeds. In organizations, ihoseji ing this

sty,ecill predominanttly meet their 'dependency needs off-t e -job. (II)

Organization Man Style: The-low-power actor endeavors to get he high - power.

tiOnactor to increase'his dependency the low-poweratto .- Organize-

Clonally, this style is characterized by the building of organizational

dependency upon the individual through hard wo,fk-and fl ttery of Super-

iors. (II.) ,

I i
Collegial Style: The low-power actor attempts to deny -the high -power or---

. iaccess to alternative sources of gratification for the'needs-being met

by the low-power actor. In organizations, this is done.bytheTf-o:ria,
tion off unions or informal pressure groups. (IV)

f brevity,For

als, as Style I, Style II,

four btyles willbe.knOwn by their.raman numer-

.

tyle III, or Style IV..'

Choosing Style IT or II'has the effect of reducing, one's Owndependendy
::

zation'S dependency upon the
/

upon the organization wjiile leaving the orga

individual lo

.Ianizatiop and maywet>entu lly'lead. to 'resignation or termination. On the

4

uch choic s rence one.'s ove all involvement in the or-

other hand, choosing Style III'or DV inreases the organization's dependency

upon the individual while leaving one's own dependency upon the organization

ir
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.,

relaTely:high. 'This,has the effeCt of increasing one's, overall involve-
. , ,

.
,

.
.

ment in the organization and ,its centrality in one's life. ,Theoretically,
,

.
.

and in ract ee, orgAnizat-cOne tend to reward Style III and IV beiavioTs'
.

, ..,
,

more than Style .nd II behaiiiors. ,Therefore, Styles III and IV should

.
-'-.- .

,

be relatively
.

more common among organizational participants.

,Research Design,
I -

IG was ;decided' to attempt to meaSnte the ,subject's predisposit)on,to

action by asking him to report his most probahlesponse to,a series of

---,

realistic huk_ hypol caheti organizational situations
.

in which he was the

n .

low-power actor. Ieaddition, a panel of the subjfct's peers reported
. ,

which of the four seyles was most' characteristic of him. Thus, two lade-

'

pendent measurtsof this typical power balancing, style were obtained. If

substantial agreement between these two independent measures can be demOn-

/'
strated, it can then be stated with some assurance that powerobalancing

, . .

styles do ,exist, for individuals in an orgmni2ationalcontext. ...

ei
, . i

Data we collected from the facultYfoiL large school in,--6 univer-'_.1 . . 1 '

Lc
. ,

`city and from the faculties of two c

.

tilUnity colleges. Alter omitting ,a-
.

ministrators, panel members, part-time,faculty, those with less than two ,f

''

... .
.

,years of service, and thosetunknown to a majority of 'the panel, bp '324

, ..\

faculty membes remained available.fOr the study?-
.

A panel of raters was selected at each of the three stitutions, the .\

.

criteria for selection being wide acquaintance with the faculty of their

respective schools. In an individual interview setting, 'with,the researcher,

the panel member assigned each subject to one of the four style categories.

Panel membersreported little difficulty in doing. this task.

s '



An instrument, the "Situation-Reaction Checklist," was developed' fOr

this study. It coniains,'in its final form, twentylsiZ items'each of

which has four alternative Choices. :Each item Vos.es a situation in which

.
. .

__a college faculty member.is face'd with A power confrontation in which he .

.
.

. /, - - 4

or she is the low-tower-4ctor. The subject 'is akeil to respond by select-
. . if ..

' '

,. . ting whicla of the four'aitetnative eactions m?st resembles what he o she

: \ 4 . .

-,.
,

,f,

would da in that situation. Each of the four responses corresponds to' one
.

of the four power balancing styles and each item containga response
: .

tilied with each style. -A sample iteefollows:
A

1. The Academic Senate has petitioned the s
\ salaries, the reply, is that funds are simpl

Not believing thi's, yout'best action is to .

a. Try to liv.on your.present salary.
.b.. SePk outside sources of income.

.c. Seek additional renonsihiliqes.or
d. Atively 'support collective facul

Jrr--etri-s--e:xam le, choices i. through

chool for'higher

not avai

1.'

prpmotion for more pay4k
action.

. represent Styles I through

respectively.and in rder. . .

.
..

.The inal-r,umetW7W.Te-rtg ent process w411 now be described. An ori7*

.
'

.

. ginal frgiBT-Tv6e.30 gystionAas vitten from the theory. This on--%

.

, v ..

ginal instrument Was Pretestaira dsmall Northern California community
..-

4

W.:011
0

0

As a result of the pr
.

s , further istrument, development was /

.

.
..,

.-------'

r

..
.incricated- The pretest results were analyzed by, the Test-Scoring gervice------ .--

..

/

) at the Unlversit regon, information was generated about item discri

.. ination,
,,

ik nternar.reiabili and validity, , and an item response profit .

Using "that i mation, a revision w
4.. . ,

N. ___.. -

changes in the instrument. The Order of the four responses was altere
-.......,0

undertaken which resulted,in certain

. .

on several items duce probability of 5.5,,EP===set,- Many item

)
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were reWbrd'ed to cbnfbrm,more osely co-Em&rsonls power balancing con
- ,

structs and to-improvethe situation- reality-linkage

%

Subsequently, sequentaal_coritent validity checks were completed us

.

groups of studeffeg.---.Thetqur-styles were explained to she students who
0

-

were then given a copy of 'the instrument,and ,asked to identify the power
.

,-

- 'balancing tyle represented by each response to each item. This,probess

was releated thrg times with different students. After each "paSs, the

items :and reipOnses shoWinihigh-levels.of ra er confusion'were reworded

Or omitted. Selection accuracy improved with ekch validity check,.

'

Data Collection,

Panel data-was pOoled ,by ,institution -so thit composite ratings fbr
.. , , .

.

each subjeCt resulted. Following the collection'of anel data, the Situa-1,-. c

tion-Reaction Checklist was-mailed to the home address the subjects..

Each was ildennified-by4code_nuMber, ih an overt manner, and fol

+undertaken to-impr6velresponse levels. An,overall response level of 66%

was attained,,, cOnsAderabOigher than the 407.- to 50% which Kerlinger ('l964)

teports to be,usual for mailed questionnaires. At the bottom of the last

'page of the:Checklist2,severalbiographical questions were posed in order
.....

to facilitate an investigation of the relatiChship between p

style Snd background variables. Background data also collecter'fromt

semi-public sources for the-non-:respondents, and a comparison was undertaken

to .determine if thetwo, groups, respondents and not-respondehts, were:_siMT2,
-

, , .r."`

/ lar in nature. Analysis revealed that the-two groups were similar on the

.

/parameters of gender and panel- designated style, but dissimilar on the level

of education and academic field of-s-tudy. On balance, it cases ae_cAcledtislt_l

.

( .

F

7

e
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the respondent and non-respondent groups were sufficiently-imilar to make

generalization of the findings possible. An overrepresentation of profes-
.

simal and vocational- vhool faculty in the respondent group'maY, as -will

later be seen, be'S cause of the ov r4resentation-O-f-StYle III persons in

the respondent group.

Data Analysis

.---The'IabIe-below shows the relationship between the panels' style de '''

Signations and the self-reported styles.

Modal II

-Self-Report III

Style IV

. Tie

Panel -DeSignated Style
1 II III---IV -Tie Total

0*
.

3 --; 4 0

-0 6* 2 0

.

0

.

'.8

8 65* 9 9 95.

11111Em.,_11

0 3

I 36* 9 95

.4
-0* 8

9 `'31 109 46 , 19 22141,
. Total I ,

\

e

4k.._.
*Agreement:

t

192131A-=-50.0% I

. .

-____, T

.
'In both cases, the row or column labeled "Tie" represents a condition in

.

,
,._,

which either subject or panel gave equal weight to two styles. Whatever
4

, 4

the panel designates as a subject's style, the su4je,ct is most likely to;

,disagree with the panel by self-reporting Style IV. There is.mu ch in aca-

demia life to suggest that spcial desirability factors predispose faculty

to self-report Style IV; whatever their true preference ttay, be. The tble--"<'-
, (

.

above is very useful as an overview of the data on power balancing style
/.

preferences.

I
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A technique of seatistical analysis was-chose--,which w6uldflemorOtrate-----7-
.

the existence, if yan, of quite smal l diff 2--ersaces-lon the proportions of ' -,=------7----,
.

Style _I, Style IT, Style III,- and-Style IV responses-maddiyt-the-subjects

on the "Situation-geaction Checklist." It would be expected that the-lFean

,

number of 'Style I responsesima by subjects inthe panel-designated Style I,

.

group would be significantly greater than the mean number of Style I res-,

ponses made by subjects in the other three panel-designated style groups,

e.
-and similarly for the other three styles. From the pgintof view of inr

strument development thit'approach.is essentially a test of concurrent

validity in th- the instrument iabeing checked against observed behavior

,as repor d by the panef.

IV

What is suggested by- this test is a series of four analyses of,vari-.

ance addressing four null hypotheses-of the form:

H0: There will be no significant differences among the Style III

response means of the fahr4anel-designated, style groups.

If it is possible to reject these four null hypotheses at%reasonabIe sig-.

nificance levels (C( = /.05) it then becomes possible in each; case to com-

_--pute a Scheffe' post-hoc comparison of the four means. This test maWes it

poss determine whether each,of the means is_si 4ficantl3r different f
. -

from the other three. it shouid be found, for ins ance, t the mean
I .

number of Style III responsel made by----thetui;jects in the four panel-cle'sig-

nated groups are not equal, and if the number of such responses made by the

subjects in the panel -=designated Style III group is significantly latger
'..---

.
..

6 than.that-m06by any other:tyle group, then it becomes: posaible-to say
,.-- ,,,,

,

, -
---___

.
. I .. .

-----...

, that reasonable evicieiice -for dhe existence of Style-III has been produced.
_ ,

_-

4

.
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Table 1

4 4

thiMMAM OF THE FOALYSES OF'VARIANCE--:

COMPARING PANEL-DESIgNATEDROUPS AND SELFfREPORTED STYLE

. Test for This ,Mian Number of Responses-'W Style Group* Sig.

Type of Response Style I Style II. Style III Style IV Leve

1

,

, .

_ , ,

Indepen44nt,(I)
4 4

Outside Interest

Orgn. Man (III).

.

ollegial (IV)

1;4-.-----.....---
2:667

,
-..3r01.3

, 5.452**

______-/

2:908 --

3.g17--

'10.028**

, 2:457

3.435

6.587***
.

..

13.065**

.:
(iI).3.667

N

, 8.556

10,667

7

-43:548 8.606 :

a

*
w

8

--7----

N.S.

.01

.0flp-

i01

a

umns do not uite total to 26.00 because small numbers of items

omitted by some subjects.

44- cheffe' test showed these'means to be significantly larger

-- .05) than'the other the means, in that Pty.

*** The Scheffet test showed this mean is be significantly smaller

OA G .05) than, the other three means in., that row.

Nate: The---1; 4aerlined in -at row is the me ich was predicted'to

eans i row.be theyr-getfth

4

10

4 4

4

iS
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As can be seen in Table 1, the' null hypothes could'be rejected for :

--/----
=-- Y

three of the four response g'tyle tests. Persons dedigieted by the- ahel as

preferring Styles III and 1°V made, on.t e average-;=-m-- Style III and-4V7-'

responses respectively than 'were made by any ofv'the other three groups and

they made'omthe average more Style .III and IV responses than t4ey made any-
,

--- ..-- -'!"

other single type of response. Subjects deSignated,bY,the panel as pr er-

ring Style II` made rr'-t---tfel;v_erage, more Style II responses than were made
.

than

,group. :They did .not, however, mike more Style II responses

tyle III and-IV responses. The calculated F value for

___---- --- .

._-_-_-_-:-=';---
tyleI responses was not significant and differences among the four pane

.
,.

----'
deaigmaled groups in the mean number ofStyle I responses were qui small:

*

- In addition, the gcheff'ei test-was applied to the stile

.

means.in each of the analysed-of variance whiCh prod ed a significant F

of the four

,----

yalue. This was dope to determine if any .ore the four groups did-v1 edo

..
_ ..

-----._

.

. .

_ a marked aversion one particular type ..,e--sponse-. In only one case

---

,- .4out-of _3) vas one mean significant smaller: subjects dedignated by ,the *

-- _----
.--

-,

; pandl as preferring Style'IV se Style III responses significantlii. less __-_-_----1'--

often, on tlie,average; th did members of-the other three grUps. d/'

Nlieteenblograp cal yariables.?were compared,with petrel-designated

style to determin whiti, if any; might predict style designation. Of these

(

nineteen, .fo teen were subjected to analysis of yariancg and five to chi-
-

square ysis, depending on the level of measurement of thevatiabl,

Table 'displays the res9lts-'of the fivehanalyses of variance which pro-

d significant outcomes.

_ -
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Table- 2

.-----____, f

.0. ..------ i
________----

--> ',--

10

SirlatARY.-OF --THE. FIVE -SIGNIFICANT ANALYSES OF VARIANCE
/. , .

_____---

COMPARING PANEL - DESIGNATED -STYLE GROUP$ WITH BIOGRAPHICAL VARIAB ES--

Biographical
Variable

'Age

Mean Responses' by Group .

Style' I' Style Style Style IV
Alpha
Value

51.000 43.968 .771 394,913*.,

Age at Degrde 26.111* 32.032./ 33.716* 30.935

, Years at School -15..556 61 7.560

No. of 'Committees 1. 8 , 1.323* .1:65 261 . .01
-,---

__No-
. ,

---&-rilbs 1.667 '1.09-- 7 -1147 . 0.674

,,, ,
. ____-----,--"

------
, : ,

icSCneTte' tests -showed' thes means to be signifitintlflif t from the
group as a whole, at th eve). ofQC, =->-:-__0:1.-" -->___--------

,..............

r.

.. -

Style Independent Style
-

Styl II: Outside Interests Style,
S e IT': Organization- Man Style
tyle IV: Collegial. Style-

4

12 .

q

r.

,
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Table 3

CHI-SQUARE COMPARISON OF PANEL- DESIGNATED STYLE GROfIPS

ON THE CRITERIA-OF ACADEMIC FIELD AND MARITAL STATUS

I

4

ACADEMIC FIELD
/ -

PANEL - DESIGNATED STYLE 'GROUPS- '----4.--:/OTAL

I. II III TV ?

Professional 4.54 15.64 55.10 23.0 9.59 .

and Vocational 3\ 13 70 17 5 10,8

1.17 4.20 14.77 6'.2 2.57

Social Scfence 13 2 12 6 6 29

1.93 6.66 23.41 9.88 4.08

Humanities 2 -14 13 14 3 46

1.30'4._ 4.48 15.78 6.66 2.7' .

Physical Science 1 -.----2,, 14' .9 , 5 31

ALA 9 31 109 19 214

Lgrees of freedom = 12, Ca-lculaten.,X =I-16.7830.

Tabular X2 foz df = 12 0(= 65, is 21.03

MARITAJ STATUS
v,,

PANEL- DESIGNATED STYLE GROUPS I TOTAL

I II -III '1 IV ?

V'
Married

7.48 .25.78..
24

90.67 38.26 15. 0
178

5. 99 . 38 12

Kilt

Uhliarried ,

1.51 5.22 18.33, ,.7.-..-74 1.20
364 -. 7 10 8 . 7

r

-TOTAL, ' - 9 31 109, 46

.

19 4'

..,Degree's of freedom = 4 dlcuIated X2 = 15:7405

,

Tabular X2 for df = .4, = .01, is 13.2767

Sipa the calculated. value 'exceeds the tabular vat e, the. null

hypotheses can be rejected for both of the above tests. \
1 .

4.) See Cotton ,(197Z) for calculations demonstrating that the occtkrence of

expected frequencies less than 5 in the above -tables does not Vitiate

their significance.

.
Tr-

,

1
k3

#
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It may, at this "ant, be Useful to summarize by style category.the.

biographical findingswhioh'proved, in Tables 2 and 3, to differ signifi-

cantly from the sample at lat'ge. Inasmuch as n = 9 for the Style I group.,

those results should be viewed as extremely tentative and are stated here

only for the sake of completeness.

Independent (I): Yourlgeben last degree earned, more.likely to be

unmarried.

Outside Interests (II): Belong to fewer Committees, more ltitely to be

in the Humanities.

OrgaGeation Man (III): Older, when last degree earned, more likely to

be from the Professional and Vdcational fields, less likely to.be

in the Humanities, more likely to be married.

Collegial (IV): Younger, fewer years at this school, mote likely to be

the Humanities, less likely to be from the Professional and Vocation-

al fields. /

In Table 3, the column labeled "?" indicates those few subjects for whom.

1 ,

the panel members cast a tie vote fortwo styles.

- -

Discussion of Results

Referring back to the original research questions, it was hypothesized

that participants in higher education have one of Emerson's (1962) 'power

balancing operations as. a preferred power'balancing style, that such styles

have biographical cortelatisl and that Styles, III and IV will be overr4=

resented in, the class of organizations studied. Table 1 dhows that, for
I 4o

Styles II, III, and IV, the instrument and the panel rating agreed too fre-

quently to attribute to chance alone. Thus, considerable proof has been

generated for the existence of power balancing styles among cotiege faculty

3

members. Tables 2 and liodicite biographical correlates o power a an-
.

4 \ -an style, which further substantiates the existence of such styles. And

14
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as can be seen in the data array on page 6, the proportion of subjects in

each style category,, whether panel-designated or self-asSigned, is heavily

biased toward\Styles III.and IV.

based on the asSumption of:*a relatively greater likelihood of conais-

tent, systematic, intentional or unintentional bias on the part of a sub-

ject.as opposed to theyanel members, 'and the relatively smaller impact of

, V .

any one panel member's bias when his or her responses were combined with

those of other panelists, it was decided to use the panel categorization

of the subje.ct's power balancing style As the morc accurate measure. In

any event, the analyses of variance do shgw that the instrument can detect

power balancing style to some significant e An its resent 'early stew

e

of development. While-the instrument is doubtless capable of much addi -

tional refinement-to increase reliability and validity, at this *Ant the

"SituatIon-Readtion Checklist" has -se,rved its purpose in providing a second

measure of power balancing style and proving the feasibility of such tests.

The summaries of the biographical findings for Styles III and IV, 'on

p. 12, resemble two widely held stereotypes. The typical Style III res-

pondent is an older, stable person who is pro=administratiOn, a supporte

of major cultural values (marriage, work ethic, etc.) and has had a career

path with a late ceiling. By contrast, the typical St le IV respondent is

the young, anti- administration person who is less accepting of major

.
.

.

.

tubal values, has had a career path with a early ceiling, and chanpions
. ,

% ,

colleague governance of his organization, perhaps primarily because he sees

./ ..,, .

no other .1,pmediae way of influencing superiors. In other words, "the old
de

guard" and "the young Turks."

15
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Although some biographical variables' did not prove to have the expec-
\* 4

tea relationship to one or 'another style-, -those which are significantly

rela- ted to style are mutually consistent and in,no way violate the diqates

pf Common senSel%De finding that power hqlancing style correlates with
00

almost half (7 of 19)- of the perOonal and professional variables chosen

for study hery is certainly supportive of the existence of power balancing

styles.

v .

r The pervasive background bias -'in the Professional and Vocational
. ...: .

1

,c, fields,(education, business, agri lture, engineering, etc.) tends to be
4 ql....

4

pro-umnagement. That is, these fields shara,the attribute that they all

approach-their subject matter from the point of view of the administrator.'

This sympathy for, and empathy with, the problems.of administrators outside

the university setting apparently carries Over into a feefing of alliance

with the administrators of the schools ,within which they teach This/ is

reflected in the persistent selectionCrStyle III by these subjects, and

their identification with Style Ili by thapanelS1
"

____-4---

Conversely,, the underlying bias in the balance of the academic fields
o

.
.

tends'to be- ;anti- administration and anti-hierarchy. This is seen in con-
,-- .

t

sistent identific4tiln of these subjects with Style IV, both in their self-

reports and in the panel' designations. It appears that this dichotomy be-

tween the Professidnal and Vocational fields on the one hand and the bAl-

ance of the disciplines on the other parallels the long-standing conflict

10.

a

between the theoreticians and -the appried,fields: political science versus
r,

public administration, economics versus hjasiness, physical science versus .

"gineering, to name but a few:

16
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If, as, indicated in these findings, individuals power balancing

styles, then several research topids are manifest at the individual level.

How are power balancing styles developed, adopted, or chosen? At What rate

and for w at-reasons do.they,change over time? ;What psychological and

psychological constrycts do power balancing styles parallel? Is

there a correlation between power balancing style and leadership style on-

the part of leaders, on the part of those ledd? Can style be used to pre-

dict the success of adminis'trators? Can style be changed, systematically

by training?

.

what types of training are most effective to that end?

tence of power 1 nang styles also Sutgets several topics

for research at the e-org nizational level. For instance, what proportions

°Leach stale are customarily found "Let types of organizations? Is

there a relationship between style preyalence and the mission of an

zation, or between style prevalence and organizdtion structure? Can the

style schema e used in designing jobs 6r in designing entire organizations?

What it the usefulness of style measures in hiring andlacement? Can

v

A.

style measures predict the success of a unionization drive in an organi-
c

zation?

It appe rs, that the power balancing style concept may eventually have

value in sev ral areas of organizational life, It may lead to a better

understandi of certain conflicts between individuals in organizations;
4

that is, that they have differing views of the appropriate way in which to

deal with the subordinate, role. It may, also prove to-have usefulness in

diagnosing conflict in superior/subordinate relations; when a Superior who

expects Style III behavior from subordinates is placed iv chate'of a -group/-

17
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the predominant value of which is Style IV, or vice versa. Likewise, it

i
can have value 4.n turdvrstanding the difficulties in merging existing groups

or organizasions, or merging new individuals into existing groups.

.

It may also turn out that one of the dimensions of group cohesiveness

is the extent to which the members share acbmmon power balancing style.
c.

It can_ likewise be speculated that the nature of the group's task will

interact with the group's predominant power balancing style so that in
.0

911
f ' , a

task situations which require teamwork, groups with a predominant Style IV
A

4

will function better than those with other predominant styles. For groups

6

engaged in dead en d jobs with no promotional future, a predominant $4yle II

may' be most' functional to smooth operations. If .everal ,of- these uses of

the power balancing concept work out In practice, then a further extension

-

,to selection of personnel seems logical and inevitable. /4
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